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Dynamic programming extensions for decision and inhibitory tree study

We discuss extensions of dynamic programming approach to the study of decision and inhibitory trees. Decision trees are used 
as algorithms for problem solving, as a way for knowledge representation, and as classifiers. Inhibitory trees, in which terminal 

nodes are labeled by expressions “≠ decision”, can for some decision tables represent more knowledge from these tables than decision 
trees. The created extensions of dynamic programming allow us, (i) to make multi-stage optimization of decision trees relative to 
different criteria, (ii) to describe the set of optimal trees and count the number of these trees, (iii) to find the set of Pareto optimal 
points for two criteria and describe relationships between these criteria. We show how the mentioned tools can be used for the study 
of inhibitory trees. The results include the minimization of average depth for decision trees sorting eight elements, finding of tight 
upper bounds on the depth of decision trees for diagnosis of constant faults in combinatorial circuits, existence of optimal relative to 
a number of criteria, simultaneously, decision trees for Boolean functions, investigation of time-memory tradeoff for decision trees 
for corner point detection, study of relationships between maximum length and number of decision rules induced from decision 
trees, study of accuracy-size tradeoff for decision trees which allows us to construct trees that, as classifiers, outperform often trees 
constructed by CART. 
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